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RD254-A

3300×1475×1860

1639

1455

300

National Emission Standard II

18.4

≤248

Dry type, independent control double action

8F + 8R shuttle shift

Dry type, shoe type

6.0-16/9.5-24

Lifting device with partial separated units

≥4.2

Position adjustment and floating control

2 groups

Three-point rear suspension, Type I

6.3

540/1000

Safety shelf / safety sheld + sunshade

Model
Overall dimension (L × W × H)

Wheelbase

Minimum mass during operation

Minimum ground clearance

Engine emission

Rated power

Fuel consumption rate

Cluth type

Number of gears of the gearbox

Brake type

Tyre size (front wheel / rear wheel)

Type of hydraulic lifting system

Maximum lifting capacity

Tillage control method

Hydraulic output multiway valve

Hydraulic hitch

Traction force

Power output speed

Safety shelf or cab

Reforced front drive axleQuality National Emission
Standard II engine

The rear wheel is stepless Comfortable driving experience

Strong configuration and power
It is equipped with quality National Emission Standard II engine, with strong power, high reliability and large torque reserve coefficient.
8F + 8R shuttle type gear (8F + 2R is for your option) is adopted for the gearbox, with reasonable speed matching, high operation efficiency and 
favorable fuel economic efficiency.
Reforced front drive axle with robust bearing capacity and high reliability.
Full hydraulic steering system enabling convenient and flexibly operation.
Instrument cluster: Tachometer, hour meter, electric quantity, oil amount and pressure display.

Excellent function and wide application
Wide matching scope: the enhanced double-speed shift sleeve power output can adapt to different machines;
Meet the need of wide wheelbase operation: the rear wheel is stepless, adjustable up to 1460 mm;
Create greater economic benefits for users: the tractor features with rich configuration,high reliability and operation efficiency.

Easy and simple use and maintenance
The whole tractor has high reliability and low average failure rate.
External distributor hydraulic lifting device enables convenient use and maintenance.
Optimized ergonomics design brings you with more comfortable driving experience.


